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Abstract: The paper describes the implementation of a parallel graph narrowing machine. The

machine implements a functional logic language on a shared memory multiprocessor. The model
of parallelism uses an independence condition to decide which subexpressions of an expression
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a subtask is only performed when its result is needed. The machine is fully implemented and
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1 Introduction
Since the initial e orts in reconciling the styles of
functional programming and logic programming,
there has been signi cant work done regarding
the design of combined languages and their ecient implementation.
Several functional logic languages [MR92],
[BCM90, Ha94] have been proposed trying to add
the advantages of both paradigms. They have
functional syntax and narrowing, an evaluation
mechanism that uses uni cation for parameter
passing, is used as operational semantics [Re85].
As an instance of this class of languages we will
use along the paper the syntax of the functional
logic language BABEL [MR92], although it is
clear that the techniques are applicable to many
other languages. Besides the fact that functional
logic languages are more expressive than pure
functional and logic languages by themselves, the
use of functional expressions allows the compiler
to extract more information from the source code.
The implementation can use several optimizations that are not possible, in principle, in logic
languages, as the dynamic detection of deterministic computations [LW91].

Thus, one of the natural ways of achieve an
implementation is to extend functional programming techniques by borrowing the logical components from Prolog implementations (mainly from
the Warren Abstract Machine -WAM- [Wa83],
[AK91]). Graph narrowing machines extend
graph reduction machines, designed for the implementation of functional languages (see, for instance, [PJ87] for a survey of the extensive literature in this area), in such this way. They
have been used for the sequential implementation of BABEL [KLMR90, KLMR92, MKLR90].
One advantage of the functional logic language
approach, is that it guarantees that purely functional programs can be executed almost as eciently as in the original functional machine, although some overhead due to the di erent parameter passing mechanism cannot be completely
avoided.
We are interested in the parallel implementation of (lazy) functional logic languages. Functional logic languages can exploit the same kind
of parallelism that logic languages but we can
take advantage from the information of the structure of the program. A merely combination of
existing techniques is a simple approach but in
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order to obtain bene ts from the integration of
paradigms we believe that new models and techniques for the parallelization are needed. Of
course, the task is more complicated but highly
desirable properties can be provided. The paper
presents a further step in this direction, that have
been started in [KMH92].
There are three main principles in the design
of our execution model:
1. No slow-down: The implementation must
ensure that no more work than in the sequential execution is done.
2. Subexpressions parallelism: The exploited
parallelism allows subexpressions of an expression and the outer expression itself to
run in parallel, if an independence condition holds. Essentially, we can consider it
as a generalization of independent andparallelism from logic programming [He86,
De84, HR90], if we look at the conjunction as the only \function" that combines
subexpressions. As in [LKID89], we allow
several subexpressions e1 ; : : : ; en to run in
parallel with the outer expression e that
uses them. The degree of parallelism is increased: n + 1 tasks (instead of n, where
the extra task could in turn generate more
parallel tasks) run in parallel.
3. Delayed synchronization: The synchronization on the parallel task is done when another task needs its result. Only the head
normal form (free variable or topmost constructor) is needed to perform the synchronization and the arguments can still run
in parallel without performing the synchronization yet. At this point we are using
the information of functional dependencies.
This model is quite di erent from the usual
one in independent and-parallel implementations of Prolog. In most such implementations, and due to the lack of information
on directionality of arguments in logic programs (unless extensive global analysis is
performed or the program is annotated), a
computation e, which combines the results
of some parallel computations ei , has to be
placed and evaluated after them.
The model uses a producer-consumer scheme:
a task computing an expression e produces the result and the synchronization is done when a task
needs its result, consuming (a part of) it. The
approach shares some similarities with the Andorra model [SWYH91] in the sense that some

(deterministic) expressions are executed in parallel before the others. However, our model di ers
from it in several points, for instance in the delay
of synchronization, as we will discuss later.
The parallel abstract machine is fully implemented and some experimental results are reported. Its design combines some techniquesfrom
parallel graph reduction machines (see, among
others, [PJ87, DR81, PCH87, LKID89]) and ideas
from the parallel implementation of logic programming (see [De84, He86, HG90, HR90]). Our
approach is part of a more ambitious project: the
design and implementation of a parallel model for
the execution of lazy functional logic languages.
By the moment, the generation of tasks is eager
but the synchronization is lazy. We have also
simpli ed the detection of parallelism and synchronization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
we rst introduce functional logic languages (Section 2). Then, Section 3 presents the independent
subexpressions parallelism with delayed synchronization model. The concrete implementation is
discussed in Section 4, while experimental results
are reported in Section 5. We conclude by comparing our work with some existing ones (Section
6) and pointing out future work (Section 7).

2 Functional Logic Languages
Due to the lack of space we will present the functional logic language BABEL in an informal manner. The interested reader can consult [MR92].
The language BABEL integrates functional
and logic programming in a exible and mathematically well-founded way. It is based on a
constructor discipline and uses narrowing as evaluation mechanism [Re85].
In order to give a avour of the BABEL syntax we will start with a small example, computing
the reverse of a list in the naive way.
datatype list A := nil j (cons A (list A)).

 list A ! list A.
app ([ ], Ys) := Ys.
app ([XjXs], Ys) := [Xjapp (Xs, Ys)].

fun app: list A

! list A.
nrev ([ ]) := [ ].
nrev ([XjXs]) :=
app (nrev (Xs), [X]).

fun nrev: list A
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the minimal substitution that makes it reducible,
and then reducing it. The minimal substitution
 = in [ out is found by unifying e with the
left hand side of a rule. A new expression e and
the answer substitution out binding some variables from e are the outcome of one narrowing
step (denoted by e )out e ). A computation
from the goal e to the result t with answer  is
reached when an expression e is narrowed to the
term t in several narrowing steps, where  is the
composition of the answer substitutions of all the
individual steps. The computation fails when e
f
b !g
e
f (t1 ; : : : ; tm :=
cannot be narrowed further, but it is not a term.
|{z}
{z
}
| {z }
|
The implementation will backtrack in such a sitbody
left hand side optional guard
|
{z
}
uation. The rules are tried in their textual order.
right hand side
A narrowing sequence for the goal nrev ([1 j
L]) = [2, Z] in the previous example is:
where t1 ,. . . ,tn are (left linear) terms, e is an arbitrary expression using the variables of t1 ; : : : ; tn
and b is a boolean expression which can use new
nrev ([1 j L]) = [2, Z]
)
free variables1. A term is either a (logical) variapp (nrev (L), [1]) = [2, Z] ) L=[X Xs]
able (starting with a capital letter), a constant,
app (app (nrev (Xs), [X]), [1]) = [2,Z]
or a data constructor application.
) Xs=[ ]
BABEL expressions are made from well typed
app ([X], [1]) = [2, Z]
)
applications of user de ned functions, primitive
[X j app ([], [1])] = [2, Z] )
symbols, or constructors to other expressions. We
[X, 1] = [2, Z]
) X =2;Z =1
assume the following primitive functions: :b
true
(negation), (b1 ; b2) (conjunction), (b1 ; b2 ) (disjunction), (b ! e) (guarded expression, meaning: if b then e else unde ned), (b ! e12e2 ) giving true as result and the answer L = [2]; Z =
(conditional, meaning: if b then e1 else e2 ), and 1.
(e1 = e2 ) (weak equality, both expressions denote
the same object), where b is a boolean expression.
Although BABEL allows higher order functions (see [KLMR92]) we restrict in this paper to
the rst order part of the language for simplicity.
BABEL functions are functions in the mathematical sense, i.e. for each tuple of (ground) arguments, there is only one result. This is guar- An (intermediate) goal usually contains several
anteed by some syntactic restrictions into pro- subexpressions, which can in principle be nargram rules ensuring incompatibility (see [MR92, rowed in parallel. In the above example, the exKLMR92]) between two rules for the same func- pression app (nrev (Xs), [X]) contains two function calls app (. . . ) and nrev (Xs). It is clear that
tion.
The above program looks like a functional it is not always advisable to narrow subexpresprogram. However, in BABEL a program can sions in parallel: One problem is \granularity":
be queried with a goal expression with free vari- it is not always the case that the evaluation of an
expression in parallel (i.e. spawning a process) is
ables.
faster than its sequential evaluation. Even if two
expressions are of adequate granularity, the exiseval nrev ([1, 2 j L]) = [X, Y, Z, W].
tence of dependencies among the expressions to
be executed in parallel can complicate the execution and, specially, the backtracking mechanism
which would return the answer yes under the vari- which
would be a source of large overheads.
able bindings L = [Y; X ]; Z = 2; W = 1.
For
this reason, the syntax of BABEL is exThis goal can be computed by using narrow- tended with
a special construction, called letparing. An expression e is narrowed by applying expression, which
allows to express the desired
1 These variables are implicitly existentially quanti ed parallelism:

BABEL is a typed language with a HindleyMilner polymorphic type system. A datatype definition allow to de ne new (polymorphic) types
as the type list A. A Prolog-like syntax for lists is
allowed, i.e. [e j e ] is equivalent to \cons (e, e )",
[e; e ] represents \cons (e, cons (e , nil))" and [ ]
is the empty list \nil". A BABEL program consists of a sequence of datatype de nitions and a
sequence of function de nitions. For each function, its type and a sequence of de ning rules are
speci ed. A rule for a function f has the form
0
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3 Independent Subexpressions
Paralellism with Delayed Synchronization
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letpar X1 := e1 & . . . & Xn := en in e

where ei has to be an application of a de ned
function to terms (1  i  n) and e may contain
the new auxiliary variables X1 , . . . , Xn.
The user (or a clever compiler) can determine which expressions are complex enough, to
do so. Of course, it is desirable to have an automatic parallelization of the program. It is possible based on techniques capable of predicting
the granularity of the subexpressions, and the
proposed language can serve as the intermediate
language to which these tools translate (as it is
done in the &-Prolog system [HG90]).
The reading of a letpar-expression is that e1 ,
. . . , en , and e (!) will be narrowed in parallel.
The rst use in e or an outer expression of a variable Xi causes a synchronization with the task ei :
the execution has to wait (suspension) until the
corresponding process ei has head normal form
(hnf), i.e. a free variable or a term with known
topmost constructor as result, (synchronization),
at which point the execution of both tasks can
continue (reactivation). In our previous paper
[KMH92] this delayed technique was used by in
a syntactic way: as soon as Xi is syntactically
used the synchonization is done. Now, we use
a dynamic rule: only an access to Xi to examine its contents causes the synchronization. No
synchronization is done if Xi is stored in a data
structure (a list for instance).
Notice that no more work than in the innermost sequential case is done, because the subexpressions ei of an expression e need to be narrowed before the execution of e. Now, the subexpression are again computed but in parallel with
the outer expression. In the case of successful
computations, the no slow-down property is preserved. For failing expressions, we need a dedicated scheduling policy, which gives priority to
the leftmost subexpression.
Now we need to x when a set of expressions can run in parallel. In our previous paper [KMH92] we have imposed the expressions to
be independent, i.e. they do not share unbound
variables, borrowing the ideas developed for independent and-parallelism in Prolog [HR90] (ensuring correctness and \no slow-down" properties
for parallel execution). Now we are a bit more restrictive in order to simplify the model: \When
an expression e is running in parallel the use of
a variable Y that will be bound by e is forbidden". The notion is not always easy to check and
some particular cases of the previous statement
can be xed. For instance, the property is trivially true if e is ground. Even if e is not ground,
the property holds if the free variables of e are not

bound during the execution of e. This last condition allows very interesting cases, for instance
the use of accumulative parameters or di erence
lists. Although, it is not exactly the notion of
\independecy" in logic programming, the name
also de nes correctly this condition and we will
still use it. We also request every parallel expression to be \deterministic", so backtracking does
not a ect its relation with the other expressions.
It is valid in the previous particular cases.
In order to show our model of parallelism, let
us consider, for instance, the goal [X,Y,3,4] = app
(app ([1,2], [Z]), W) with the app function from
the example of section 2, giving the result true
and bindings X = 1; Y = 2; Z = 3; W = [4]. We
can parallelize the function and the goal in the
following way:
app ([ ], Ys) := Ys.
app ([X j Xs], Ys) := letpar
R := app (Xs, Ys)
in [X j R].
eval letpar L := app ([1,2], [Z])
in [X,Y,3,4] = app (L, W).

The example involves logical variables, but several call for append are done in parallel, as it is
shown in gure 1, where the parallel execution is
drawn.
goal

XXX
z app([1,2],[Z])

XXX
?
9
z app([2],[Z])
app(,W)
?

XXX
[1j ]9
z
app([ ],[Z])

X

9

?

XX
[2j ]
z app(,W)

[Z]?
?



9
X
[1 j ]

XX
z app(,W)

?

X
[2j 9
]
XX
zapp([ ],W)
?
9

[Z
j

]
?
?


equality test

W

Figure 1: Parallel trace of the example program

The symbol  and the stroke line are used
to denote a synchronization point. For instance,
the leftmost synchronization is done during the
uni cation of the rst arguments of app (L, W)
(i.e. the result of app ([1, 2], [Z])) with [ ] or [X'
j X's ]. Notice that only the hnf of L is required
for the synchronization.
As we have mentioned, the imposed condition has an additional advantage: backtracking
is not needed, and the model is simpli ed. It is
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worth mentioned that the delayed synchronization technique does not depend on this condition
as (partially) shown in [KMH92]. In fact, when
a variable Y \belonging" to a task e is needed by
another task a synchronization on this variables
can be done, waiting until e binds the variable.
Backtracking is allowed when the task is not
involved in a parallel execution. In other words,
the parallel part cohabits with a logical part, that
includes backtracking.

4 Implementation
In this section we are going to describe an experimental implementation of the model of parallelism introduced in the previous section. We
have used an abstract machine since this implementation method provides the best combination
between exibility and performance.
Our family of Babel Abstract Machines (BAM)
[KLMR90, KLMR92, MKLR90] are graph reduction abstract machines. The main characteristic
of this kind of machines is the using of a graph
for storing the state of the computation instead of
a set of stacks like those machines derived from
the Warren Abstract Machine [Wa83]. Graphs
are implicit parallel data structures so the parallelization of an abstract machine based on graphs
is easier than stack based ones, avoiding technical
diculties like stack trapping.
The BAM's are experimental machines so they
have been designed for easy modi cations and
extensions. Their modular design sacri ces part
of the performance while gaining a much shorter
development cycle. First we brie y describe the
(last version of the) sequential innermost Babel
abstract machine (IBAM) to introduce later the
parallel extensions and how delayed synchronizations are implemented.

4.1 BAM - Babel Abstract Machine

Due to the lack of space we will not describe the
machine in detail. Instead, we will only discuss
some important points to understand the parallel extension. The main components of a BAM
are the program store, the graph and the interpreter of instructions. The BAM stores its state
in the graph which is composed by di erent types
of nodes that represent the data and control of
an evaluation. These nodes are served on demand by a dynamic memory manager and no
longer useful nodes are reclaimed by a lazy reference counting garbage collector. The goal of the
memory manager is to provide the highest possible memory bandwidth while reducing the frag-
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mentation. The memory manager asks the page
manager for pages from a pool of preallocated
pages waiting to be employed. When the pool of
pages is exhausted the page manager can allocate
dynamically more pages. Pages contain nodes of
the same size to reduce the fragmentation of the
memory. The lazy garbage collector allows an
immediate reclaim of the memory wasted by discarded terms with a constant (and low) cost in
time.
Task nodes represent the state of a function
(or predicate) call. The forward and backward
ow control is kept as implicit stacks made with
pointers, stored as elds in the task nodes, pointing the involved task nodes. This is the main difference with WAM based machines and allows to
decouple the components of the abstract machine
obtaining a more modular design. This technique is less ecient than stacks but we think
that performance loses are smaller than the bene ts (at least for an experimental implementation). Small nodes like constants, references and
free variables can live inside other nodes. This
is similar to the permanent and global variables
in the WAM [AK91] and shares similar advantages/disadvantages.
In Prolog (and the WAM), predicates only return success or failure as result, while in a functional logic language the result can be a term or
a failure. So, the BAM must provide a method
to allow functions to return a value.
The abstract machine allows some optimizations. The instruction set allows the use of improved clause indexing thanks to the typed nature of Babel. Since constants and constructors
have a xed type, perfect hashing (as in the
WAM) is not needed and a simple lookup table can keep the jump addresses. Tail recursive
functions and predicates are optimized with the
last call optimization that reuses the same task
node for the next tail recursive call. The machine is also capable to detect some deterministic
computations and a more ecient code (avoiding
backtracking) is generated.

4.2 PBAM { Parallel Babel Abstract Machine

The original design of the PBAM can be found
in [KMH92]. The current implementation does
not handle backtracking yet but this limitation is
not too restrictive since and-parallelism mainly
accelerates forward execution. However, a full
implementation with backtracking is under development.
The implicit distributed structure of graphs
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renders an immediate parallelization of the data
structures so the parallelization of the BAM
mainly consists in the parallelization of the control. Most of the BAM components need to be
moved to reentrant components to allow simultaneous operations.
The structure of the PBAM is quite similar
to the BAM but it has a new component: the
Task Scheduler (TS). The PBAM also has several execution units with an interpreter of instructions (II) for each one. Each interpreter can
access a memory manager and garbage collector
(MMGC) and several interpreters can share the
same MMGC although the best performance is
achieved with the same number of II and MMGC.
There is only a parallel page manager since the
low number of accesses makes collisions unlikely.
We have used a coding technique called critical region snooping in order to minimize the number of locks and collisions between concurrent execution units. When an execution unit wants
to access a shared structure a reading of a ag
(part of the structure) is done rstly. The ag
determines whether the access is allowed or interrupted. If the access is actually done it is necessary to lock the data structure and re-consult
the ag to be sure of its value. Critical region
snooping requires that the ag would have a safe
value and that its updates would be done in a
safe way.
The IIs ask the TS for tasks ready to be executed. The TS has multiple entry points to avoid
bottlenecks. As there are no constraints in the
order of dispatching ready tasks, it is possible to
choose for the TS between many correct policies.
We have chosen one of the simplest policies since
it renders a good performance: The TS is a set
of stacks, one for each II. Tasks generated by an
II are stored in its own stack. When a II asks
for a task, it rstly looks into its stack. If it is
empty it looks (using critical region snooping) for
the non-locked stack with the highest number of
tasks. The policy allows a good load balancing
and a low number of collisions in the II access.

4.3 DPBAM { Delayed Synchronization

The ability of the delay of synchronizations is
a direct extension of the previous design of the
PBAM. Remember that synchronization is only
allowed on the results of function calls. Unevaluated terms are represented by the so called synchronization variables. Synchronization variables
can be used as normal reference variables except
that a task trying to consult its value is forced to

wait. Synchronization variables are implemented
as a new node type that can be used like other
nodes to construct terms. These nodes are created in the moment of the creation of parallel
tasks which are going to have delayed synchronization. When the parallel task has computed
the term which is going to return, the synchronization variable is moved into a reference, pointing to the new term. Since the synchronization
variable could be part of other terms the changes
are immediately propagated. If a parallel tasks
does not involve delayed synchronization, the return of results is done as in the PBAM to reduce
the overhead.
A delayed synchronization is actually done
when the result of the evaluation is needed. This
situation happens when a term is uni ed with another term, when it is involved in an arithmetic
operation or when it is going to be output. In
the rst case (uni cation), the term must be in
hnf, so only the top level node is checked to be
a synchronization variable. The task must wait
until this synchronization variable has a concrete
value. In the other two cases the task must wait
until the term is in normal form (nf). Since programs are well typed, there is no di erence between hnf and nf for the arguments of arithmetic
expressions.
The tasks waiting for a result are stored on a
linked list, kept as a special component of task
nodes. The synchronization variable that represents the unevaluated result has a eld with a
pointer to the head of the list of waiting tasks.
task




consH
HH


j

num 5

sync


*


task 




task 




task 




Figure 2: A synchronization variable.

5 Experimental Results
We have implemented the design of the DPBAM
on a Sequent Symmetry computer with ten processors. The implementation is based on a previous implementation of the BAM that runs at
similar speed as some WAM based Prologs. The
implementation has been developed in C with the
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GNU compiler and uses some of its non-standard
features.
We have tried only some small programs2 that
show promising results. We report the result of a
couple of programs with delayed synchronization.
sieve (2) := [2].
sieve (N) := letpar
R1:= sieve (N-1) &
R2:= check (R1, N)
in R2.
check ([X],N) := N mod X = 0 ! [X] 2 [X,N].
check ([XjXs], N) := N mod X 6= 0
! [XjXs]

2 letpar

R:= check (Xs, N)

eval sieve (1000).

in [XjR].

Figure 3: Sieve of Eratosthenes.
The rst program ( gure 3) is the Sieve of
Eratosthenes algorithm. This algorithm is not
parallelizable with the standard Independent And
parallelism model (or at least is not parallelizable
in a simple way). However with our model the
parallelization is achieved quite easily. The second example, Naive reverse ( gure 4), inverts the
order of the elements of a list using the append
function.
nrev ([])
:= [].
nrev ([XjXs]) := letpar
A := nrev (Xs) &
B := app (A, [X])
in B.

DPBAM PBAM
Processors delay sync
1
7.76 7.04 6.19
2
3.88
4
2.31
5
1.68
6
1.49
10
1.37
Table 1: Sieve of Eratosthenes (1000)
garbage collection time but not output time. Notice that the programs are not parallelizable without delayed synchronization, so the times shown
for the PBAM and DPBAM without delayed synchronization uses only one processor.
The overhead imposed by the inclusion of the
delayed synchronization is about a 10% for programs that do not use the delayed synchronization (5% for naive reverse and 13% for sieve).
Programs using delayed synchronization have
some overhead but it is counterbalanced with the
parallelism gained. Part of this overhead is caused
by the excessive number of parallel tasks generated and it could be reduced by using task granularity control [DLH90].

The gures 5 and 6 represents the speedup
achieved by the delayed synchronization model
with respect to the standard model. The horizontal axis shows the number of processors and
the vertical axis the ratio PBAM/DPBAM. For
one processor the overhead taxes the results for
the DPBAM but the speedup increases peaking
at about 4.0 for ten processors. These times are

app ([], L)
:= L.
app ([XjXs], L) := letpar C := app (Xs, L)
in [XjR].
eval nrev ([1,2,3,4,5, : : : ,150]).

Figure 4: Naive Reverse.
The execution times of both programs are
shown in the tables 1 and 2. Both tables show
the result of running the programs on the DPBAM allowing delayed synchronization, DPBAM
without delayed synchronization and PBAM. All
the times are measured in seconds and include
2 At present we have not developed a BABEL to BAMcode translator
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better than SICStus Prolog 2.1 in the same computer and we think that the overhead can be reduced.
DPBAM PBAM
Processors delay sync
1
5.10 3.45 3.27
2
2.71
4
1.52
5
1.17
6
0.95
10
0.87
Table 2: Naive Reverse (150).

6 Related Work
Although there is a lot of work on the parallelization of declarative languages, we will only review
some directly related work.
Out of the BABEL environment, there is only
one signi cant work devoted to the parallel implementation of integrated languages: the implementation of the language K-LEAF by the KWAM [BCM90]. A parallel execution model has
been proposed and implemented. However, only
or-parallelism is exploited. Its abstract machine
is an extension of a logic abstract machine, rather
than a functional one. In some sense, the solutions applied to BABEL are di erent and complementary to those presented for K-LEAF. Moreover, since there is also backtracking in BABEL
or-parallelism can also be exploited by extending
our machine with either the environment sharing or the environment copying techniques used
in the combination of and- and or-parallelism in
Prolog, or, perhaps, with the techniques used in
K-LEAF.

There are some other proposals for parallelization of functional logic languages in the context
of the BABEL language. [KH91] implements dependent And-parallelism. All parallel processes
rst mark all the variables which they can access, but only one of them is the owner. Only
the owner is allowed to bind it. When a di erent process wants to bind a variable, it has to
wait, until the owner process is ready. Usually,
the extended synchronization in such systems imposes more overhead. It is not clear at this point
whether this overhead would be worthwhile. In
any case, most of the techniques presented here
can be adapted to this approach.
Of course, the more related work is [KMH92]
because we are inspired on it. Both in [KMH92]
and our approach the synchronization with a task
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Figure 6: Naive Reverse (150)
is delayed until its result is needed. The main difference is that here this notion is dynamic while
in [KMH92] is static. Certainly, the use of a
variable does not meant that its value is needed.
A simple static notion restricts the parallelism
while the dynamic one does not. For instance, in
the app function the tail of the list (a recursive
parallel call) is needed to construct the resulting list, but it does not matter the exact content
of it. Synchronization variables are managed in
such a way that this dynamic decision can be
done with little overhead. Furthermore, this paper presents the rst (partial) implementation of
[KMH92] showing that the ideas of subexpression parallelism and delayed synchronization are
feasible.
A recent paper [HRSW94] introduces some
techniques of independent and-parallelism Prolog
into a stack-based implementation of BABEL.
In the eld of logic programming, a lot of
e ort has been invested on the parallelization
of Prolog. In particular, our model can be extended to cope with similarities from the independent and-parallelism found in Prolog [De84,
He86, HG90, HR90] and exploited in &-Prolog.
As we have said, the schemes di er in the creation
and synchronization of tasks. In &-Prolog the
processes for some expressions e1 & . . . & en are
not linked by an expression e in a letpar expression. Rather, the evaluation of e would have been
placed after that of e1 , . . . , en , so the synchronization is not delayed. Most of the development
in compile-time techniques could be extended to
cope for the model presented in this paper.
Maybe, the most related approach to our work
is done in the context of the Andorra model and
languages. The Andorra model was designed by
D.H.D. Warren in order to support both depen-
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dent and-parallelism and or-parallelism. Goals
that are deterministic can be executed concurrently. When no such goal exists, a don't know
nondeterministic step is performed in some of the
goals. In our model, the expressions running in
parallel are deterministic, but this restriction can
be eliminated. The Andorra model can be combined with our system in the spirit of the combination of the Andorra-I and &-Prolog systems
presented in the IDIOM model [SWYH91]. An
additional advantage is that in a functional logic
language it is more easy to detect determinism.
The idea of running e1 , . . . , en, and e in parallel, and to synchronize e and ei , when e needs the
result of ei , comes from the functional programming eld, where a lot of work on parallelization has been done (see [PJ87, DR81, PCH87,
LKID89]). However, our model includes uni cation and logical variables, and the sequential
part (and the parallel part in the future) support
backtracking. A functional language with logical
variables (but no backtracking) appears in [Li87].
The paper extends a distributed graph reduction
machine to allow for logic variables, while preserving lazy evaluation and determinacy.
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still to be implemented, the results, as we hope
to have shown, are quite encouraging. They show
that delayed synchronization is an interesting and
applicable technique for the parallel implementation of functional logic languages.
As a future work, we plan to incorporate backtracking in our model. This supposes to relax our
independency condition in order to allow multiple results of the subexpressions in parallel. The
extensions, although not completely trivial, can
be carried out following the ideas of [KMH92].
Again, the functional structure of programs can
be used to improve the model. When some subexpression ei running in parallel produces a new solution, only the work made after the use of this
ei needs to be redone, while for several reasons in
Prolog implementations the evaluation of e generally restarts from the beginning. Also, pseudointelligent backtracking as in [HN86] can be included. Moreover, it is possible to keep some results of the parallel tasks, avoiding reevaluations.
As we have mentioned, the implementation can
deduce, in some cases, that a computation is deterministic. If it is involved in a parallel execution, it is not a ected by backtracking. Its result
is kept and can be used later on, when the reexecution of the previous expressions is successful
and the value is needed again.
We also want to work on the compilation of
BABEL programs to our machine code. The automatic parallelizer will reuse some techniques
proposed for the parallelization of functional and
logic programs (detection of independence, granularity analysis, etc.).
Finally, our ultimate aim is to design and implement a lazy parallel model for the execution
of functional logic languages. The main work to
be done is the lazy creation of task, because the
synchronization is already lazy. The ideas presented in [MKLR90, MKMWH93] should be the
basis for this work.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
The paper presents some techniques for the parallel implementation of functional logic languages,
by integrating mechanisms used in functional and
logic programming implementations. The model
discussed in [KMH92] is extended with a dynamic
notion of delayed synchronization. If the compiler is responsible for placing the synchronization of subexpressions in the (static) code the
solution must be to synchronize before the execution of the outer expression (as in &-Prolog)
or, when the result is (syntactically) used (as in
[KMH92]). In both cases, the potential parallelism is reduced. Synchronization variables allow for synchronization when the result is accessed, what increases the parallelism.
Furthermore, the model preserves the no slowdown property, ensuring that the parallel version
does not produce more work than the sequential
implementation. Even more, our system can execute less work than in the sequential case. When
the computation nishes (either with success or
a failure), all the tasks that are still running are
killed. For those expression that are not used in
the nal result, the system can avoid their complete execution. In such these cases, the implementation behaves similarly to lazy evaluation.
A complete prototype is available. Despite
the fact that several signi cant optimizations are
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